
State of Alaska
Sale 20-10

JUNEAU SEALED BID

JUNEAU

Contact: Jeff Campbell

P 465-2172
F 465-2296

Dept of Administration

Hp Printers1
Hp Printers2
Hp Printers3
Hp Printers4
Typewriters5
Asst. printers6
Asst. printers7
Sharp printers8
Asst. printers9
Asst. scanners10
asst. toner and ribbons11
Christmas decorations12
computer cards, hard drives, cables13
asst. T.Vs14
asst. T.Vs15
sony TCM 5000 Marantz PMD 201 recorders16
phone head sets17
tools and testers18
conference phones19
cam corders and cameras20
Corbin Russwin Door Handle  Minimum Bid 
$300.00

21

overhead projectors22
cam corder and cameras23
qualco globalstar sat. phone antennas24
microscopes25
cam corder and cameras26
pitney bowes letter opener, postal scale, 2-hole 
punch

27

sony and lanier transcribers28
shure mikers/microphones, equalizers, tape 
recorder

29

hubs and switches30
sat. phones and radios31
proxima ultralight ls1 projector32
asst. projector light bulbs33
underwater camera housing and cameras34
cameras35
mini vox loud speaker36
cameras37

lathem time clock38
portable oxygen tank39
sharp computer projector panel QA-7540
sample diggers41
desktop projector 280042
sat. phones and radios43
desk top projector 280044
shure mikers/microphones, equalizers, 
taperecorder

45

air compressor46
floor buffer, bissell cleaner, hepa vacuums47
mini scan parcel xray machine48
van norman brake lathe Minimum bid $300.049
coleman generator hp350050
outside storage container51
absorbant boom material52
nederman shop exhaust unit53
100 HP lincoln electric motor Minimun bid $300.054
flat file55
sat. dish with stand56
letter cutting machine57
metal shelving with rolling cart58
quartet ovonics copy board 310059
quartet ovonics copy board 310060
mccall sandwitch refer. Frididaire upright freezer61
ozalid blueline copier w/exhaust hood62
document copier63
trane blockheater64
UPS with batteries65
glass and wood display case66
UPS w/batteries67
refridgerated vending machine68
drum Ch20 hydro treatment69
large server rack70
drum MRX-70 liquid mud and silt remover71
oil burner blower72
hubbell power poles73
denso 6" duct hose74
2-bath seats75
elmo visual presenter HV-5000xg, 3m mp 8670 
projector, 32" monitor w/stand

76

Tow tug Minimum bid $1000.077
Tow tug Minimum bid $1000.078
18' Hurican Zodiak w/70hp Evinrude & storage 
rack Minimum bid $1200.0

79
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18' Hurricane Zodiac w/50hp 4-stroke Suzuki 
Minimum bid $1200.0

80

Baldor 200hp Vehicle elevator motor Minimum bid 
$2500.0

81

Lot of CPUs82
Lot of CPUs83
Lot of CPUs84
Lot of CPUs85
Lot of CPUs86
Lot of CPUs87
Lot of CPUs88
Lot of CPUs89
Lot of CPUs90
Lot of CPUs91
Lot of CPUs92
Lot of CPUs93
Lot of CPUs94
Lot of CPUs95
Lot of CPUs96
Lot of CPUs97
Lot of CPUs98
Lot of CPUs99
Lot of CPUs100
Lot of CPUs101
Lot of CPUs102
Lot of CPUs103
Lot of CPUs104
Lot of CPUs105
Lot of CPUs106
Lot of CPUs107
Lot of CPUs108
Lot of CPUs109
Lot of CPUs110
Lot of CPUs111
Lot of CPUs112
Lot of CPUs113
Lot of CPUs114
Lot of CPUs115
Lot of CPUs116
Lot of CPUs117
Lot of CPUs118
Lot of CPUs119
Lot of CPUs120
Lot of CPUs121
Lot of CPUs122
Lot of CPUs123
Lot of CPUs124
Lot of CPUs125
Lot of CPUs126
Lot of CPUs127
Lot of CPUs128

Lot of CPUs129
Lot of CPUs130
Lot of CPUs131
Lot of CPUs132
lot of servers133
server brakets and rails134
lot of servers135
Misc. knives and tools136
Misc. knives and tools137
Misc. knives and tools138
Misc. knives and tools139
Misc. knives and tools140
Misc. knives and tools141
Misc. knives and tools142
Misc. knives and tools143
Misc. knives and tools144
Misc. knives and tools145
Misc. knives and tools146
ULUs147
ULUs148
ULUs149
ULUs150
computer cards, cables, hard drives151
Imagistics Z065 copier152
Xerox C35 copier153
Sharp AR 275 copier154
Pitney Bowes DL250 copier155
Ricoh A1FCio 1015 copier156
Sharp AR 161 copier157
Sharp AR 205 copier158
Imagistic DL 250 Copier159
Lot of IBM controllers160
Lot of Alaska Statutes161
Lot of Wall panels162
Lot of table tops163
Rolling ladder164
hand truck, rolling carts, and pallet jack165
25 hp Suzuki outboard166
lot of blankets167
lot of sheets and pillow cases168
lot of sheets and pillow cases169
Beltrac stands170
plastic stacking chairs171
lot of file cabinets172
lot of file cabinets173
lot of file cabinets174
lot of file cabinets175
lot of file cabinets176
lot of file cabinets177
lot of file cabinets178
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lot of file cabinets179
lot of file cabinets180
lot of sun computers and misc.181
2 dressers and 2 beds182
lot of fish boxes183
lot of filters184
approx. 800' x 1" wire rope  Minimum bid $500.0185
King crab buoys and line186
King crab buoys and line187
King crab buoys and line188
King crab buoys and line189
lot of line appox. 60'190
misc. lost and found191
misc. lost and found192
misc. lost and found193
misc. lost and found194
misc. lost and found195
asst. hand tools196
asst. hand tools197
lot of crutches and canes198
lights and fixtures199
coffee dispensers200
coffee dispensers201
lot of MGs graffiti guard202
cd players/radios/razors203
microfische readers204
lot of asst. buttons205
lot of coffee dispensers206
cd players/radios/razors207
lot of electric motors208
flat screen monitors (no power supplies)209
lot of coffee dispensers210
lot of coffee dispensers211
flat screen monitors (no power supplies)212
carry cases213
carry cases214
speakers215
carry cases216
art work217
slide viewer218
keyboard trays and monitor stand219
credenza and table220
corner tables221
corner tables222
corner tables223
corner tables224
tables225
3 piece desk226
tables227
tables228

chairs229
chairs230
chairs231
Dell laptop232
Dell laptop233
Dell laptop234
Dell laptop235
Dell laptop236
Dell laptop237
Dell laptop Minimum bid $ 75.0238
Gateway laptop minimum bid $ 50.0239
Gateway laptop minimum bid $ 50.0240
Dell l. top241
Dell l. top242
Dell l. top243
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00244
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00245
Dell l. top246
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00247
Dell l. top248
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00249
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00250
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00251
Sony l. top252
Sony l. top253
Dell l. top254
Dell l. top minimum bid $75.00255
Gateway l. top256
Gateway l. top257
Compaq l. top258
Compaq l.top Minimum bid $75.0259
Compaq l.top Minimum bid $75.0260
IBM l. top261
Dell L. top262
HP tablets263
Dell L. top264
Sony L. top265
Gateway L. top266
Gateway L. top267
Gateway L. top268
Gateway L. top269
Gateway L. top270
Gateway L. top271
Gateway L. top272
Gateway L. top Minimum bid $75.0273
Laptop parts and Misc.274
Laptop parts and Misc.275
Vault doors276
Lot of monitors277
Lot of monitors278
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Lot of monitors279
Lot of monitors280
Lot of monitors281
Lot of monitors282
Lot of monitors283
Lot of monitors284
Lot of monitors285
Lot of monitors286
2001 Buick Park Ave. Minimum Bid $4000.0287
1988 Volvo Dump truck Minimum bid $8000.0288
2002 Dodge Intrepid Minimum bid $2500.0289
1992 Chevy 1/2 t. pickup 4x2290
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